NEW!
Dean
Media Console Electric Fireplace

GDS25G5-1909WI (as shown)
Dimensions (WxHxD):
65" x 26-3/4" x 16-3/4"
(165.0 cm x 67.8 cm x 42.6 cm)

A pleasing, modern aesthetic is delivered by the clean lines and industrial style of the Dean Media Console Electric
Fireplace. Mesh doors, discreetly display electronics and décor items on a single, adjustable shelf housed in twin
media cabinets that frame the center cabinet of the unit. Taking center stage is the dazzling Dimplex flame effect
in the 25" DFR firebox, or display your favorite décor items when more open storage is required with the included
center shelf. Finished in dark grey Wrought Iron finish, the Dean Media Console is a complementary unit that adapts
to nearly any modern space.

Laminated Furniture Board

NEW!
Dean
Media Console Electric Fireplace

GDS25L5-1909WI (as shown)

Shown in Wrought
Iron finish

Dimensions (WxHxD):
65" x 26-3/4" x 16-3/4"
(165.0 cm x 67.8 cm x 42.6 cm)

DFR2551L and DFR2551G
ARE NOT SOLD SEPARATELY

Mesh doors discreetly
display décor items
and electronics

Clean lines and industrial
style deliver a pleasing
modern aesthetic

Single, adjustable
shelf in both
cabinets

Includes cord
management

A

Cabinet door
pulls add to the
industrial chic
design

Angular legs add a
touch of elegance
and height to the
silhouette
Center legs provide
additional support for
wide screen televisions

Also Available
DFR Series

GDS25G5-1909WI

GDS25L5-1909WI
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DM26-1909WI - Furniture only
Includes additional open storage space and shelf
(requires no firebox)
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*One adjustable shelf.

Model #

Description

Lbs / Kg

UPC

Wty.†

Carton Dimensions (WxHxD)
Inches
cm

Cube
m3
ft3

69-3/4 x 5-1/8 x 22-5/8

4.7

Package consists of two cartons including 1 media console and 1 firebox. Choose from:
DM26-1909WI

Media console cabinet - Wrought Iron

57.6 / 26.2 781052 120143 1 yr.

†

Specifications, finishes and dimensions are subject to change. Limited warranty. ©2018 Glen Dimplex Americas
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